
 

 

AT-Wizard  
How to use  

Search for the AT Wizard app in the Apple or Android store and download it. 
 

Activate the location recognition on your smartphone. Android wants to know if your allowed 
to install the app in your region (no one knows why ;)) 
You will be asked for the permission to activate Bluetooth if its not already activated. 

 

Place the Wizard on the surface to be measured and make sure its placed parallel 
to the hinge line. 

Use some double sided tape to mount it or use one of the optional clamps. 

Push the button on the AT Wizard until the green led is on. Start the app and tap on 
the connect button 
 

The AT Wizard will be connected to your smartphone. After that you can read the 

angle on your display. If you want to know the travel  in mm you will have to enter 
the depth of the Aileron or Elevator in mm in the Chord field. 
 

 



After that the app will show you the angle and the travel in mm on the screen. 

If you want to change to 1/10 mm or 1/10 angular degrees then: 

 

Tap on the 3 points located in the upper area of the screen 

 

 

 

Then you will see the units menu 

 

Tap on units and then you can choose: 

 

- Metric 

- Metric 1/10 

- Imperial (fraction) 

- Imperial (decimal) 

You can use 2 AT Wizards with Android and up to 4 with Apple IOS simultaneously. 

For example: 2 AT Wizards with Android 
 

 



 

The AT Wizard will switch off after disconnect (connect slider)  or closing the app and 

disable the bluetooth connection. This will take 30 seconds.. 
For charging the AT Wizard you need a micro USB cable. Maybe your smartphone 

already came with a micro USB cable..then you can use it. 
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